
Enagic: What to expect
when you visit Ipoh, Perak?

Company visits are essential in building relationships with our

existing  customers or even prospective clients. Engaging the public

actively  inspires loyalty and repeat business. Enagic Malaysia has

decided to get in touch with the people who matter to our business

by making a visit to Ipoh, Perak on December 19th & 20th, 2019. 

The Sin Kong
Meng's Factor
Ipoh Visit by Enagic (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd | Dec 19th & 20th,
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Sin Kong Meng's Owner
Selects Enagic's LeveLuk
SD501 for their Food &
Beverages business.

Did you ever expect a local restaurant situated in Ipoh, Perak uses

one of Enagic's LeveLuk Series; SD501 in their operating business? Sin

Kong Meng Restaurant  went there all right. If you haven't check

out Sin Kong Meng Restaurant, now is the time! In today's restaurant

industry, innovation and creativity is currency. Take Sin Kong Meng

Restaurant for example. 

 

Restaurant's owner; Mr Engine Chan has been in this industry for

more than 10 years and they have never thought of incorporating

LeveLuk SD501 as part of their daily business operation.

Operating a restaurant doesn't need to

take hours and too much energy. Save

time & energy with LeveLuk SD501!

"It has been seven (7) years since I

have installed SD501 at my

restaurant" said Mr Chan.

 

There has been significant

improvements in business

expenditures and his family health. 

 

Most of Sin Kong Meng's guests are

pleased with the taste of their local

coffee. Mr Chan believes that

Kangen Water® helps to enhance

the flavour of the coffee and tea

that he serves in his restaurant.

Thus, attracting more visitors even

outside from Ipoh. 

 

When you consider to be part of

Enagic family, you will start to

wonder, "How can I make use of this

machine fully?" It's easy! Mr Chan

starts to prepare his dishes with

Kangen Water® 9.5 everyday!

 

Mr Chan has been spending quite

an amount on sanitizing products.

With SD501, Mr Chan has

successfully cut the spending and it

is worth noting that Enagic's Strong

Acidic Water (pH 2.5) and Strong

Kangen Water (pH 11.5) are useful for

their daily operation when it comes

to sterilizing, sanitizing and

cleaning their restaurant.

 

"Its all began when I've decided to

put my trust on my friends, Mr Alex

Wong's words. He (6A3 Rank Leader)

has persuaded me to install LeveLuk

SD501 at my restaurant and I have

began loving the product!" said Mr

Chan.

 

Without Mr Michael Saw and his

wife, Madam Shirley Ong's (6A4

Rank Leader) support, he would not

be in the position that he is now.
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GOOD WATER HEALING
CONCEPT

Our Authorized Service Centre

TRAINING; UKON & COMPLIANCE
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On December 19th, 2019, Ms Angeline Song (Country Manager) and

Ms Shermin Lam (Operation Manager) have conducted the UKON

and Compliance Training (mandarin language) at Mr Alex Wong's

Authorized Service Centre; Good Water Healing Concept. The

crowd was big and we have received a positive feedback.

 

Enagic (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd has decided to provide full supports by

providing these training as our ongoing commitment towards

Ipoh's group. With the appearance of Mr Michael Saw and his wife,

Ms Shirley Ong (6A4 Rank Leader), the event has managed to

gathered big number of people to participate.

 

The UKON training is aimed to provide more awareness and

knowledge towards the public in regards to the benefits of

Enagic's health supplement product; UKON (turmeric based).

UKON is categorized as a health supplement and it serves as a

supplementary product which able to provide good maintenance

in general.

No 67-1, Lorong Taman Ipoh 1, Ipoh Garden South, 31400, Ipoh, Perak

Alex Wong Poh Wah
019-3399773 | 2323alex@gmail.com

Compliance training is aimed to

provide exposure towards all

Enagic family on the limitations

that has been set by Enagic'

Policies & Procedures. This

training also serves as a

guidelines towards all distributors

and meant to educate

distributors while protecting

both; company and distributing

while engaging Enagic's business.
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WATER HOLISTIC HEALTH
CENTRE

Our Authorized Service Centre

AUDIT: AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTRE
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December 20th, 2019, Enagic Malaysia Sdn Bhd has visited Ms Lee

Pei Ling's Authorized Service Centre; Water Holistic Health Centre

which is situated Taman Tawas Idaman, Ipoh, Perak.

 

Enagic (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd has audited Water Holistic Health

Centre and are pleased with the overall evaluation of the centre.

The centre has met the requirements needed to operate as one of

Enagic's Authorized Service Centre in Malaysia.

 

 

No 18, Jalan Tawas Idaman 3. Taman Tawas Idaman, 30010, Ipoh, Perak

Lee Pei Ling
012-5993377 | waterholistichealth@gmail.com

This centre has a spacious

meeting room complete with

several other facilities. Ms Lee

strongly believes that serving

chinese tea with Kangen Water®

helps improve the taste of the

tea!  


